
Cause & Effects of 20th Century Wars
Teacher(s) Sydney Tilger Subject group and course Individuals and societies: History

Course Part Paper 2 DP Year 1 or 2 DP2 Dates W3 February (6 weeks)

INQUIRY: establishing purpose of the unit

Group/Course Aims (from DP subject guide) Assessment Objectives (from DP subject guide)

• Encourage the systematic and critical study of: human experience and
behaviour; physical, economic and social environments; the history and
development of social and cultural institutions
• Promote the appreciation of the way in which learning is relevant to both the
culture in which the student lives and the culture of other societies
• Develop an awareness in the student that human attitudes and opinions are
widely diverse and that a study of society requires an appreciation of such diversity
• Develop an understanding of, and continuing interest in, the past
• Encourage students to engage with multiple perspectives and to appreciate the
complex nature of historical concepts, issues, events and developments
• Promote international-mindedness through the study of history from more than
one region of the world
• Increase students understanding of themselves and of contemporary society by
encouraging reflection on the past

Application and analysis
• analyse and interpret a variety of sources

Synthesis and evaluation
• integrate evidence and analysis to produce a coherent response
• evaluate different perspectives on historical issues and events, and integrate
this evaluation effectively into a response

Use and application of appropriate skills
• reflect on the methods used by, and challenges facing, the historian

Essential understandings

How do 20th Century wars have lasting effects in multiple countries?

Syllabus (from DP subject guide)

WORLD HISTORY TOPICS
11. Causes and effects of 20th-century wars

Causes of war:
• Economic, ideological, political, territorial and other causes
• Short- and long-term causes

Practices of war and their impact on the outcome:
• Types of war: civil wars; wars between states; guerrilla wars
• Technological developments; theatres of war—air, land and sea
• The extent of the mobilization of human and economic resources
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• The influence and/or involvement of foreign powers
Effects of war:

• The successes and failures of peacemaking
• Territorial changes
• Political repercussions
• Economic, social and demographic impact; changes in the role and status of women

Inquiry questions

Debatable What are the origins of the disputes between countries?
Debatable What is the subjective nature of historical evidence?
Debatable How can different viewpoints impact key protagonists and historians about events?
Concept-based What are the impacts after wars are concluded?
Concept-based What are the economic and social situations after war?
Concept-based What major powers impact small based wars?

Approaches to learning (ATL)

Thinking Social Research

ATL coverage details and notes:

Scholars will have to think about the impacts of 20th century wars and their last impact, while also understanding the social perimeters and sufferings of displaced groups.
Inquiry Based lessons will also have scholars discovering primary sources to uncover multiple perspectives in the wars discussed.

Language and learning ToK Connections CAS Connections

• Scaffolding learning
• Extending language

• Ways of knowing
• The knowledge framework

• Action
• Service

Learner Profile International Mindedness

Inquirers

Knowledgeable

Describe how this unit will enable students to engage with an issue of
global importance and/or analyse an issue from different cultural
perspectives.
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Thinkers

Communicators

Open-minded

Caring

Reflective

Scholars will examine multiple countires and regions of the world and have to
understand their reasoning for fighing and why some conflicts still contiune today.

Assessments

Internal Assessment
Historical investigation

• C: Reflection
External Assessment

Paper 2: Essay paper based on the 12 world history topics. Students
answer two questions, each selected from a different topic:

• 11. Causes and effects of 20th-century wars

What summative assessment will be used in this unit?
Paper 2 Exam

What formative assessment will be used in this unit?
Quizzes, Socratic Seminars

How will students show understanding? And what will constitute
acceptable evidence of understanding?

Orally, Written

Describe the process for standardization of marking and moderation?
IB Rubrics and Markschemes

Which assessment criteria will be used?
International Baccalaureate

ACTION: teaching and learning through inquiry

Content Learning process

Students will know:
causes and effects of 20th century wars

Students will be able to:
analyze, synthesize, and debate the causes and effects of 20th century wars

Learning experiences and strategies/planning for self-supporting learning:
• Lecture
• Socratic seminar
• Small group/pair work
• PowerPoint lecture/notes
• Individual presentations
• Group presentations
• Student lecture/leading
• Interdisciplinary Learning
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Learning Experiences Teaching Strategies

Do the students have enough prior knowledge? How will we know?
No, most wars that will be discussed will require prior knowledge. We will complete
background projects to help scholars understand the issues that arise

Through what activities will students acquire the knowledge and practice
the skills required?

• Background Project - Jordan

What different teaching methodologies will be used to support different
learning styles?

Lectures, Inquiry Based Lessons, Primary Source Analysis, Socratic Seminars,
Debates

How will formative assessment be used to give students feedback during
the unit?

Essay writing and conferences

How will information literacy and the use of ICT be developed?
Scholars will assess where information comes from

How will the idea of academic honesty be reinforced?
Anything done outside of class will be turned in via Managebac with turnitin.com

Differentiation

Differentiation items in this unit
• Affirm identity - build self-esteem
• Value prior knowledge
• Scaffold learning
• Extend learning

Details

REFLECTION: considering the planning, process and impact of the inquiry

Prior to studying the unit During the unit After the unit
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